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“Things that look too good to be true usually are.” 

― Old Proverb 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THIS RESEARCH REPORT EXPRESSES SOLELY OUR OPINIONS.  We are short sellers. We are biased. So are long investors. So is CMS. So are the banks that raised 

money for the Company. If you are invested (either long or short) in CMS, so are you. Just because we are biased does not mean that we are wrong.  Use BOC Texas, 

LLC’s research opinions at your own risk. This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain any financial product advice.  Investors 

should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any decision regarding any securities discussed herein.  You should do your own research and due 

diligence before making any investment decisions, including with respect to the securities discussed herein.  We have a short interest in CMS’ stock and therefore stand 

to realize significant gains in the event that the price of such instrument declines. Please refer to our full disclaimer located on the last page of this report. 

COMPANY:  China Medical System Holdings Ltd. │ HK: 867 

INDUSTRY: Pharmaceutical Promotion and Distribution 

PRICE (AS OF CLOSE 

02/05/2020) 
HKD 10.40 
 
MARKET CAP 
HKD 26 BILLION 
 
30 DAY AVG VOLUME 
7 MM SHARES 
 
BLUE ORCA VALUATION 

HKD 3.95 
 

 

China Medical System Holdings Ltd. (HK: 867) (“CMS” or the “Company”) is a Hong 

Kong-listed pharmaceutical contract sales organization (CSO) in China.  Sandwiched on the 

value chain between foreign drug companies which develop valuable intellectual property 

and Chinese distributors which sell directly to hospitals; CMS generates revenues primarily 

from in-licensing drugs for re-sale to distributors, and also from related promotional 

activities.  

Despite a precarious position on the value chain and strong headwinds from policy changes 

in China to suppress drug prices, CMS has reported unusually robust and improving 

profitability (70%+ gross margins in 2018).  We think such profitability is an illusion.  

Our extensive investigation found CMS disclosures to A-share securities regulators in China 

which indicate that the Company’s net profit is significantly less than reported to investors.  

We believe, in order to conceal such fake profitability, that CMS has concocted a phantom 

Malaysian tax benefit despite almost no evidence of any material assets in, or shipments 

through, Malaysia.   

 We also found a rotten pattern of undisclosed self-dealing.  Chinese FDA records indicate that contrary to the Company’s 

claims, CMS appears to be secretly funding research expenses for the chairman’s private companies.  Evidence shows that the 

chairman’s private businesses are co-located at CMS facilities, use CMS staff, use CMS email addresses, and use Company 

resources to invest for his personal benefit in biotechnology startups.  We believe that through this rotten self-dealing, the 

chairman siphons ever-shrinking profits away from the struggling business. 

In our opinion, the evidence suggests that the Company exaggerates its financial performance, inflates profits and conceals 

that dwindling Company profits are used to privately enrich its chairman.  If we value the Company on the profits CMS 

discloses to Chinese authorities and apply a modest 25% corporate governance discount to its P/E multiple, we value CMS at 

HKD 3.95 per share, a 62% downside from its current price.   Yet given overwhelming evidence suggesting that CMS misleads 

investors, we believe that CMS is simply uninvestable.  

1. CMS’ Filings in China Indicate Net Profit is 49% Less than Reported.  According to two independent data points 

reported by CMS to Chinese authorities, the Company is significantly less profitable than it claims to investors.    First, 

in an A-share circular submitted to Chinese securities regulators in connection with a recent acquisition, CMS disclosed 

audited financials of its PRC subsidiaries which showed that the Company’s net profits were 41% less than reported to 

investors in 2016.  Since then, evidence indicates that the profit exaggeration has only gotten worse.  SAIC filings 

corroborate the A-share disclosure and show that aggregate net profits at CMS’ subsidiaries in the PRC were 49% less 

than reported from 2016-2018.  Based on CMS’ disclosures, the Company does not generate remotely sufficient offshore 

revenue or profits outside of China to explain the discrepancy.  Rather, in our opinion, such evidence indicates 

unambiguously that CMS is much less profitable than it claims.  
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2. Phantom Malaysian Tax Benefit.  Much like China Metal Recycling (HK: 773), delisted for misrepresenting its 

financial performance after we alerted the market to its fraud, CMS claims an unusually low effective tax rate 

(~8%); supposedly because of a massive tax benefit which the Company claims to earn in Malaysia.  According 

to CMS disclosures, it saved RMB 299 million in taxes in 2018 through its Malaysian subsidiary, CMS Pharma.  

For its claimed tax benefit to be true, CMS had to generate RMB 1.2 billion in pretax profit in Malaysia in 2018, 

60% of the aggregate pre-tax profit generated by the whole Company that year.  Yet evidence suggests that the 

Company’s purported Malaysian tax benefit is likely bogus and, in our opinion, fabricated to conceal fake reported 

profits.      

 

a. Malaysia Doesn’t Ship Enough Drugs.  Befuddled by CMS’ financials, sell side analysts have meekly 

suggested that perhaps the Company ships drugs through its lone Malaysian subsidiary.  But according to 

UN export data, Malaysia as a country does not ship enough drugs to China for this to be true.  Between 

2016 and 2018, Malaysia as a country only exported USD 122 million (RMB 842 million) in drugs to China.  

This includes re-exports of drugs shipped through Malaysia from Europe to China.  During the same period, 

CMS reported almost RMB 3 billion in pretax profit in Malaysia, which supposedly came from drug exports 

to China.  Put simply, the total amount of Malaysian drug exports to China are not nearly large enough, even 

if all of them were shipped by CMS and generated 100% margin, to even remotely generate the profit 

necessary to justify CMS’ mysterious Malaysian tax benefit.  Moreover, customs records for shipments of 

CMS’ primary drugs indicate that they are imported directly from European suppliers into China and not 

routed through Malaysia.   

 

b. Malaysian IP Royalty is Also Insufficient.  Nor can intellectual property rights or royalties account for the 

tax benefit.  In its Hong Kong filings, CMS disclosed the transfer of IP rights for only one drug to its 

Malaysian subsidiary, which accounted for just 4% of its 2018 revenues.  This is not remotely large enough 

to generate profits sufficient to justify the claimed tax benefit.  More importantly, CMS admits that 99% 

of the Company’s non-current assets, including intangible assets such as intellectual property rights, 

are held in China.  With 99% of its intellectual property assets located in the PRC, the Company cannot 

now claim that it parked any such IP in Malaysia.   

Investors should ask themselves a simple question.  If it were possible for Chinese drug distributors to save hundreds 

of millions in taxes each year by incorporating a lone Malaysian subsidiary, wouldn’t this practice be widespread? 

CMS is a public company, meaning its tax strategies are widely known and available to its competitors.  Any investor 

who believes CMS’ disclosures should ask themselves why other Chinese drug distributors did not copy its tax 

structure, given that a simple incorporation could save hundreds of millions of yuan and 60% of its tax bill?  

We think the evidence indicates, persuasively, that the Company has exaggerated its Malaysian tax benefit to conceal 

fake profits from PRC tax authorities.  Further, such analysis also shows that CMS generates nowhere near enough 

profits offshore to resolve the discrepancy between the Company’s claims and the lower profits reported in its A-share 

and SAIC filings.   

3. Chinese FDA Records Indicate that CMS Secretly Funds R&D Expenses for Chairman’s Private 

Company.  CMS claims to have appointed the chairman’s private research company, Kangzhe R&D, to conduct 

research (including clinical trials) on its compound CMS024.  Yet records from China’s drug trial database show 

that it is CMS, not Kangzhe R&D, which is conducting two of the three clinical trials for the drug.  This indicates 

that contrary to Company claims, CMS is secretly funding research costs for the chairman’s private entity.  This 

is corroborated by local filings, which show that the chairman’s Kangzhe R&D had only one employee and 

zero operating expenses in 2018 – confirming that this entity is not conducting research, but secretly passing 

such costs to the Company.  This would be easy to do, as corporate records indicate that Kangzhe R&D is co-

located at CMS facilities, employs CMS staff and even uses a CMS email address in registration documents.  

Ultimately, we believe there is overwhelming evidence that the Company secretly funds research supposedly 

conducted by the chairman’s private business.  Not only would this make CMS’ disclosures false but is another 

example of many in which the chairman unjustly enriches himself at the expense of shareholders.  

 

4. Drug Development Pipeline: Rotten Conduit for Self-Dealing Transactions with Chairman.  In our opinion, 

CMS’ drug development pipeline is a rotten conduit for undisclosed related party dealings with the chairman and 

https://glaucusresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2013/01/GlaucusResearch-China_Metal_Recycling_Holdings_Ltd-HK0773-Strong_Sell_January_28_2013.pdf
http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist
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his privately-owned business, A&B (HK) Company Limited (“A&B Holdings”).  Rather than engage in legitimate 

drug innovation, we believe that the chairman is using Company resources to support personal investments.  We 

discovered at least seven transactions or investments by A&B Holdings, which is deeply problematic because:   

 

• In multiple examples, the chairman inserted himself as a middleman in the Company’s purchase of 

territorial distribution rights from drug companies, buying the rights himself only to sell them to CMS.  As 

an unnecessary middleman, he presumably enriches himself at the Company’s expense.  

• In other instances, we discovered that drug developers partnering with CMS also secretly issued equity to 

chairman, suggesting that he is inappropriately leveraging CMS to invest privately in biotech startups.   

• In many instances, biotech startups list CMS, not A&B Holdings, as the investor or counterparty, indicating 

that they believe to be partnering with the public Company, not the chairman’s private vehicle.  Yet, in many 

such cases, it is the chairman’s A&B Holdings which receives the valuable intellectual property, board 

rights and shares.  

• A&B Holdings is co-located at CMS facilities, lists CMS headquarters as its mailing address and even uses 

CMS' phone number and email address in its securities filings.   

• Local filings show that A&B Holdings’ lone Chinese subsidiary only has one employee and reported less 

than RMB 100,000 in operating expenses from 2016 through 2018.  Without expenses or employees, there 

is no chance it conducts any research on its own.  Rather, this suggests that its activities are conducted 

through CMS staff and likely funded, secretly, by the public Company.   

• CMS executives are listed as the contact persons for A&B Holdings in investment contracts with biotech 

startups, indicating that Company employees are used by the chairman for his private benefit.   

• In many instances, the drugs have failed, all but wiping out CMS’ investment.     

The following are just a few examples of this rotten pattern of self-dealing involving the chairman’s A&B 

Holdings. 

a. Helius: Chairman Secretly Uses Company Resources to Support Failed Investment.  In October 2015, 

US listed biotech startup Helius Medical Technologies Group (Nasdaq: HSDT) (“Helius”) announced a 

strategic investment by the chairman’s A&B Holdings.  In the contract disclosed by Helius in its SEC filings, 

A&B Holdings listed two CMS executives as its representatives and CMS’ headquarters as its contact 

address.  A&B Holdings even used an @cms email address in its notice provision.  Obviously, if the 

chairman was investing on behalf of his private entity, CMS resources should not be used in the deal.  In 

2016, Helius announced that it transferred critical intellectual property rights to CMS, but the Company 

never reported the transfer, suggesting that such IP was transferred instead to the chairman’s A&B Holdings.  

The investment in Helius proved to be a disaster.  Yet before Helius’ stock collapsed, the chairman sold 

his IP rights to the Company for an undisclosed sum, making it appear, in our opinion, that CMS was simply 

used to bail the chairman out of a failing investment.   

 

b. Faron: Chairman the Middleman in IP Rights Sale for Another Failed Investment.  In 2015, the 

chairman’s A&B Holdings acquired 16% of the equity in Faron Pharmaceuticals, Ltd (“Faron”), a Finnish 

biotechnology company listed in London (LON: FARN), along with territorial distributions rights for 

Faron’s drug in China.  11 days later, the chairman sold these rights to CMS for an undisclosed sum.  

The Company claimed the deal was fair because the chairman would continue to bear research and 

development costs for the commercialization of the drug in China, but on Faron’s website, it states that 

CMS (not the chairman’s A&B Holdings) will bear further research costs, suggesting CMS misled 

investors about this arrangement.  Faron’s stock subsequently collapsed.  In our opinion, the evidence 

clearly shows that CMS misled investors, and that the chairman unjustly enriched himself as an unnecessary 

middleman in the sale of distribution rights to the Company.  

 

c. Destiny Pharma: CMS Announcements Designed to Pump Chairman’s Private Investment.  In 2017, 

CMS announced an equity investment and a distribution rights deal with Destiny Pharma, a biotech startup 

publicly trading on the AIM exchange in London (LN: DEST).  Undisclosed by CMS, the chairman had 
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previously invested in Destiny, and the Company’s announcement of the deal looks like it was designed to 

pump Destiny’s share price on the day of its IPO.  Not only did the chairman front run CMS’ investment, 

but the Company’s investment was disastrous as Destiny’s stock subsequently collapsed.   

 

d. The List Goes On and On… We could fill a short novel of examples of inappropriate self-dealing.  Other 

examples include Neurelis, in which the chairman front ran the Company’s investment and was again an 

unnecessary middleman in the transfer of IP rights from the American biotech startup to the Company.  In 

addition, CMS recently invested in three biotech startups (Acticor, Midatech, Blueberry), which undisclosed 

to CMS shareholders, also issued shares to the chairman’s private entity, A&B Holdings.  We think that the 

chairman, using a private entity staffed by CMS, is clearly leveraging the Company and its resources to 

unjustly enrich himself as a middleman and to extract equity from proposed Company partners.   

VALUATION 

In this report, we present evidence indicating that CMS substantially exaggerates its reported profits.  Our due 

diligence of CMS disclosures in China, including local regulatory filings and financials filed with A-share securities 

regulators, indicates that the Company’s net profit is 49% less than reported to investors.   

Rather than supporting the Company’s claims of rising profitability, which make no sense in the context of the 

government’s efforts to suppress drug prices by removing middlemen like CMS from the distribution chain, the 

independent evidence indicates that the Company’s profit overstatement is only increasing as it struggles under the 

weight of policy changes designed to undermine its business.   

 
Source: CMS Annual Reports compared to A-share Filings and SAIC Filings 

Help is not coming.  Despite recent announcements hyping the purchase of licensing rights in China for certain generic 

drugs, CMS has rarely been successful in introducing new drugs to China which had not previously been granted 

approval.  Since 2010, CMS has initiated import drug license (IDL) registration for a total of 13 drugs.  As of December 

31, 2018, none of the drugs have received their IDL approval and CMS has terminated the registration applications 

for 10 of the drugs.  
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A History of Failure: CMS IDL Applications Status 

  
*CMS stopped disclosing the status update for L-lysine Asecinat and Thirotriazoline beginning in 2015.  

China FDA database did not show these two drugs have obtained IDL approvals 

Source: CMS Annual Reports  

The independent evidence indicates that the business is struggling and only getting worse.  There is also a troubling 

pattern of undisclosed self-dealing.  Chinese FDA records indicate that contrary to the Company’s claims, CMS bears 

research and development costs for the chairman’s private companies.  We also found numerous instances in which 

the chairman uses CMS staff and resources to invest for personal benefit in biotech startups, acquiring rights which 

he then re-sells to CMS.   

 

It is critical to note that local filings for the chairman’s private entities show almost no employees and almost no 

operating expenses, meaning that the research and investment undertaken by these privately owned entities is likely 

done using CMS, Company employees and Company resources.  Through this rotten self-dealing, we believe that the 

chairman siphons ever-shrinking profits away from the struggling business.  

If we value the Company on the profits CMS discloses to Chinese authorities and apply a modest 25% corporate 

governance discount to its P/E multiple, we value CMS at HKD 3.95 per share, a 62% downside from its current price.    

         
Source: Blue Orca Calculation 

 

But even this valuation is likely far too charitable.  In our opinion, the evidence suggests that the Company exaggerates 

its financial performance, inflates profits and conceals that dwindling Company profits are used to privately enrich its 

chairman.  Given the overwhelming evidence suggesting that CMS misleads investors, we believe that CMS is simply 

uninvestable.   

Year

Drug/Product Acquired Current Status

Budenofalk (capsule) 2010 Undergoing application process for IDL

Budenofalk (foam aerosol) 2010 IDL registration terminated in 2017

L-lysine Aescinat 2011 IDL registration terminated in 2015*

Thiotriazolin 2011 IDL registration terminated in 2015*

Maltofer (Syrup) 2012 IDL registration terminated in 2018

Maltofer (Chewable Tablets) 2012 IDL registration terminated in 2018

Uro-Vaxom 2012 IDL registration terminated in 2016

Stimol 2013 IDL registration terminated in 2016

Ze 339 2013 Undergoing application process for IDL

Ze 450 2013 IDL registration terminated in 2017

Ze 440 2013 IDL registration terminated in 2017

Succinylated Gelatin Injection 2014 Undergoing application process for IDL

Succinylated Gelatin Electrolyte Injection 2014 IDL registration terminated in 2017

1H 19 LTM

Reported net profit (RMB M) 2,062           

% Adjustment -49%

Adjusted net profit (RMB M) 1,044           

Diluted EPS (RMB) 0.42             

Diluted EPS (HKD) 0.47             

P/E 11.3x

Corporate governance discount 25%

Adjusted P/E 8.5x

Blue Orca Valuation (HKD) 3.95             

Last Traded Price (HKD) 10.40           

Downside -62%

http://app1.sfda.gov.cn/datasearchcnda/face3/base.jsp?tableId=25&tableName=TABLE25&title=%B9%FA%B2%FA%D2%A9%C6%B7&bcId=152904713761213296322795806604
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FAR DOWN THE VALUE CHAIN 

China Medical System Holdings Ltd. (HK: 867) (“CMS” or the “Company”) is a Hong Kong-listed pharmaceutical 

contract sales organization (CSO) in China.  Sandwiched on the value chain between foreign drug companies which 

develop valuable intellectual property and Chinese distributors which sell directly to hospitals; CMS generates 

revenues primarily from in-licensing drugs for re-sale to distributors, and also from related promotional activities.  

CMS Generates Revenue From Drug Re-sales and Promotion fees 

 

 
Source: CMS Public Filings 

 

Two policy changes in China have negatively impacted the outlook for CMS’ business.  In 2017, China officially 

implemented the 2-invoice system, which allows only a single level of distributors for the sale of pharmaceutical 

products from manufacturers to hospitals. The purpose of this policy change was to eliminate multiple layers of drug 

distributors which provide little value but add cost.  This directly targets CMS, as the Company sits between drug 

companies and distributors which sell directly to hospitals.   

In 2018, to make matters worse, China launched a Group Purchasing Organization (GPO) in 11 cities, which aims to 

reduce drug costs via centralized procurement and to replace drugs on expired patents with generics.  The first round 

of GPO reforms in December 2018 saw 70% - 90% ASP cuts for certain drugs.1   

According to sell side analysts, two of CMS’ key drugs – Deanxit and Plendil (combined 39% of 2018 total revenue) 

are expected to be directly impacted by this policy.  Even normally sycophantic sell side analysts have noted the 

declining value of the Company’s CSO business model: under the system of guaranteed purchase volume, there is less 

need for academic promotion and marketing to increase drug sales.  

 
Source: http://pdf.dfcfw.com/pdf/H3_AP201809171196647039_1.pdf 

 
1 China Galaxy International Research Report, December 2018 

http://www.chinastock.com.hk/ewebeditor/uploadfile/20181208184240488.pdf 

 

 

 

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Pharmaceuticals%20and%20Medical%20Products/Our%20Insights/Implementing%20a%20two%20invoice%20system%20in%20Chinas%20MedTech%20market/Two-Invoice-System-in-MedTech-McKinsey-White-Paper.ashx
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Pharmaceuticals%20and%20Medical%20Products/Our%20Insights/Implementing%20a%20two%20invoice%20system%20in%20Chinas%20MedTech%20market/Two-Invoice-System-in-MedTech-McKinsey-White-Paper.ashx
https://www.cgdev.org/sites/default/files/CGD-procurement-background-china-case.pdf
http://pdf.dfcfw.com/pdf/H3_AP201809171196647039_1.pdf
http://www.chinastock.com.hk/ewebeditor/uploadfile/20181208184240488.pdf
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In addition to the two-invoice system and GPO, analysts expect further price cuts for CMS drugs.  For example, a 

Credit Suisse research report noted that a 50% price cut for Xinhuosu (~ 6% of 2018 revenue) from the National 

Reimbursement Drug List (NRDL) re-negotiation, which will also negatively affect CMS’ revenue.  

 
Source: Credit Suisse Research Report, Jan 14, 2020 

Yet despite its precarious position in the value chain and policy changes that negatively affect its business model, 

CMS has reported fantastic and increasing profitability.  According to the Company, its reported EBIT margin 

increased from 31% in 2016, to 38% in 2018.  

This presents a mystery.  How can CMS’ profits increase when policy changes in China are directly suppressing 

prices and undercutting the value of its promotional networks through the use of group purchasing orders?  Other drug 

distributors and promoters have seen profits decline – why don’t the laws of gravity apply to CMS?  

Chinese CSO Companies EBIT Margin Comparison 

 
Source: FactSet 

JP Morgan CMS Peer Group EBIT Margin Comparison 

 
Source: FactSet, JP Morgan Research Note  

We think CMS’ financial performance appears too good to be true because it is.  Our extensive investigation indicates 

not only that things are bad, but they are getting worse; and that the Company’s profit overstatement is only increasing 

as it struggles under the weight of policy changes designed to undermine its business.      
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CMS’ FILINGS IN CHINA INDICATE NET PROFIT 49% LESS THAN REPORTED 

According to two independent data points reported by CMS to Chinese authorities, the Company is significantly less 

profitable than it purports to investors.   

1) A-Share Disclosures Show Net Profits Substantially Less than Reported 

First, in A-share disclosures to Chinese securities regulators filed in connection with a recent acquisition, CMS 

disclosed audited financials of its PRC operating subsidiaries which showed that the Company’s net profits were 

substantially less than reported to investors.   

In May 2017, CMS acquired additional shares in Tibet Rhodiola Pharmaceutical Holdings Co., Ltd (“Tibet 

Pharmaceutical”) (600211-SH), a publicly listed company trading on the Shanghai stock exchange, through a private 

placement.  In connection with the share purchase, CMS was obligated to disclose the financials of its subsidiaries to 

Chinese investors and regulatory authorities. 

In the circular, CMS disclosed that its corporate structure was organized under two primary PRC operating 

subsidiaries: Shenzhen Kangzhe Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd (“Shenzhen Kangzhe”) and Tianjin Kangzhe 

Pharmaceutical Technology Co., Ltd (“Tianjin Kangzhe”). 

 
Source: Tibet Pharmaceutical A-share Circular 

According to the circular, the financials of Shenzhen Kangzhe and Tianjin Kangzhe consolidated the results of 

all of CMS’ material PRC subsidiaries. 

 

 

 

HK ListCo 

Shenzhen Kangzhe 

Tianjin Kangzhe 

http://static.sse.com.cn/disclosure/listedinfo/announcement/c/2017-05-05/600211_20170505_9.pdf
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Note: (a) Tibet Kangzhe Enterprise Management is formerly known as Kangzhe Pharmaceutical Technology 

(b) Kangzhe Lengshuijiang was deregistered on 21 January 2016 

* The only PRC subsidiary not consolidated in the A-share filing was Xili Pharmaceuticals, which reported only 

RMB 10 million in net profit in 2016.  To give the Company the benefit of the doubt and to create an apple-to-

apples comparison, we gave the Company credit for the profits from this entity in the A-share profit calculation.   

Source: CMS 2016 annual report, Qichacha.com 

  

CMS PRC Subsidiaries Principal activities

Shenzhen Kangzhe Marketing, promotion and sale of drugs

Tibet Kangzhe Enterprise Management (a) Investment holding

Tibet Kangzhe Technology Marketing and promotion of drugs

Tibet Kangzhe Development Trading of drugs

Kangzhe Pharmaceutical Investment Investment holding

Kangzhe Agricultural Agriculture

Changde Kangzhe Pharmaceutical Marketing and promotion of drugs

Kangzhe Hunan Production of medicines

Kangzhe Lengshuijiang (b) Production of medicines

Tianjing Kangzhe Marketing, promotion and sale of drugs

Xili Pharmaceutical * Production of medicines

Consolidated in the A-share filings

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2016 SAIC filings show RMB 10 million in net profit
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Notably, the A-share circular also stated that the financial results of CMS’ subsidiaries were audited,2 enhancing the 

credibility of the disclosures.        

Audited consolidated financial information of Shenzhen Kangzhe  

(plus its consolidated subsidiaries) 

 

Audited financial information of Tianjin Kangzhe 

 
Source: Tibet Pharmaceutical A-share Circular 

All of CMS’ revenues are generated in China.  As we will discuss in detail in the next section, the financial 

performance of CMS’ PRC operating subsidiaries should be consistent with the financial performance which CMS 

reports to investors.  It is not.   

 
2 Only 2016 financials for Tianjin Kangzhe were not audited. 

 Revenue (in RMB) 

Net Profit (in RMB)  

 Consolidated Income Statement 

 

 

Revenue (RMB) 

Net Profit (RMB) 

http://static.sse.com.cn/disclosure/listedinfo/announcement/c/2017-05-05/600211_20170505_9.pdf
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Although the reported revenues appear consistent, the A-share circular filed with Chinese authorities revealed that the 

net profits of CMS’ PRC operating subsidiaries were 40% less than CMS reported to Hong Kong investors in 

2016.  CMS claimed that in 2016, its net profits were RMB 1.38 billion.  Yet the A-share circular revealed that CMS’ 

PRC subsidiaries only generated a combined RMB 827 million in net profits that year.   

 
Source: Tibet Pharmaceutical A-share Circular, Hebei Xili SAIC Filing 

It is important to note that the A-share circular consolidated the financial performance of all of CMS’ material PRC 

subsidiaries, so the dramatic shortfall in profitability cannot be explained by any missing entities.3   

Rather, the A-share disclosures, in our opinion, unambiguously indicate that CMS is materially less profitable than it 

reports to Hong Kong investors.  Other independent data points indicate that this exaggeration has only gotten worse 

with time.  

2) SAIC Filings Show Increasing Exaggeration: Net Profit 49% Less than Reported (2016-2018) 

In order to corroborate the financial data in the A-share circular, we reviewed the SAIC filings for CMS’ PRC 

subsidiaries.   

According to SAIC filings, the net profits generated by CMS’ PRC operating subsidiaries were 49% less than 

reported to Hong Kong investors from 2016-2018.    

 

 
Note: (a) Changde Kangzhe Pharmaceutical was deregistered in Jan 2019 and did not file 2018 annual account 

(b) Lengshuijiang Kangzhe Pharmaceutical was established in July 2017 

Source: SAIC Filings, CMS Annual Reports 

Notably, SAIC filings for Shenzhen Kangzhe and Tianjin Kangzhe match the financial disclosures in the A-share 

circular.   This consistency between filings indicates that the A-share disclosures and SAIC filings are accurate and 

credible.  

 
3 The only PRC subsidiary not consolidated in the A-share filing was Xili Pharmaceuticals, which reported only RMB 10 million 

in net profit in 2016.  To give the Company the benefit of the doubt and to create an apple-to-apples comparison, we gave the 

Company credit for the profits from this entity in the A-share profit calculation.   

 Revenue  Revenue  Revenue  Revenue Net Profit Net Profit Net Profit Net Profit

RMB M Principal Business 2016 2017 2018 Cumulative 2016 2017 2018 Cumulative

Shenzhen Kangzhe Marketing, promotion and sale of drugs 3,823     3,597     3,837     11,256       157        372         396          925            

Tibet Kangzhe Development Trading of drugs 967        1,146     800        2,913         236        166         261          662            

Tianjin Kangzhe Marketing, promotion and sale of drugs 592        324        329        1,246         86          46           51            184            

Tibet Kangzhe Technology Marketing and promotion of drugs 387        262        -        650            246        74           (6)            313            

Kangzhe Hunan Production of medicines 238        220        237        695            124        140         136          400            

Xili Pharmaceutical Production of medicines 159        140        115        414            10          4             (8)            5                

Kangzhe Agricultural Agricultural 4           4           4           11             (1)           (3)            (3)            (8)               

Changde Kangzhe Pharmaceutical Marketing and promotion of drugs 2           -        n/a (a) 2               (1)           (4)            n/a (a) (5)               

Lengshuijiang Kangzhe Pharmaceutical Production of medicines n/a (b) -        -        -            n/a (b) -          -          -             

SAIC Filings Total 6,173     5,693     5,321     17,186       856        794         827          2,477          

HK Filings 4,901     5,349     5,433     15,683       1,378      1,670       1,845       4,892          

Difference 1,272   344      (112)     1,503      (522)     (876)      (1,018)    (2,416)      

Difference % 26% 6% -2% 10% -38% -52% -55% -49%

RMB M 2016 Revenue 2016 Net Profit

Shenzhen Kangzhe (consolidated) 5,417           733        

Tianjing Kangzhe 592             85          

Hebei Xili 159             10          

Total: A-share Disclosure 6,169           827        

Reported by Hong Kong Filings 4,901           1,378      

Difference 1,268        (551)     

Difference % 26% -40%

http://static.sse.com.cn/disclosure/listedinfo/announcement/c/2017-05-05/600211_20170505_9.pdf
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SAIC filings of Shenzhen Kangzhe (standalone) matches with A-share disclosure  

for Shenzhen Kangzhe (standalone, not including consolidated subsidiaries) 

 
Source: SAIC filings of Shenzhen Kangzhe, Tibet Pharmaceutical A-share Circular 

SAIC filings of Tianjin Kangzhe matches with A-share disclosure 

 
Source: SAIC filings of Tianjin Kangzhe, Tibet Pharmaceutical A-share Circular 

SAIC filings, just like the Company’s A-share disclosures, show that CMS is substantially less profitable than it 

claims.   

  

 

 

 

 

Revenue (RMB) 

Net Profit (RMB) 

MATCH 

 

 

 

 

Revenue (RMB) 

Net Profit (RMB) 

MATCH 
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Shrinking Profitability and Increasing Profit Overstatement 

 
Source: CMS Annual Reports compared to A-share Filings and SAIC Filings 

Such filings also show that the Company’s misrepresentations are getting worse with time, likely in order to mask the 

deteriorating profitability of a business struggling under the weight of policy changes in China designed to target drug 

middlemen and promoters like CMS.   

3) Neither Offshore Income nor Transfer Pricing can Bridge the Gap 

Both CMS’ A-share disclosures and its SAIC filings indicate, in our opinion, that CMS’ actual net profit was 49% 

less than reported to Hong Kong Investors from 2016 through 2018.  Nor can foreign income or transfer pricing 

explain the difference.   

CMS discloses in its annual report that all of its revenue comes from China and that 99% of its non-current assets 

(including intellectual property) are located in the PRC.  

 
Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

CMS lists only two non-PRC companies that are engaged in trading of drugs.  One of them is the Hong Kong based 

Sky United.  However, as evidenced by CMS’ income tax breakdown, the Company generated limited profit in Hong 

Kong.  At a flat tax rate of 16.5%, CMS’ 2018 profit in Hong Kong amounted to a mere RMB 30 million, which is 

not remotely large enough to account for the shortfall of profitability at CMS’ PRC subsidiaries.    

 
Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

The only remaining possibility is Malaysia, where CMS has a subsidiary and where the Company claims a large tax 

benefit.  Yet a close inspection of the Company’s operations and assets in Malaysia indicate that CMS could not be 

generating sufficient profits in Malaysia to explain the discrepancy in profitability evident in the A-share and SAIC 

filings.  
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PHANTOM MALAYSIAN TAX BENEFIT 

Prior to its Hong Kong IPO in 2010, CMS’ effective tax rate was ~20%, which was in line with then prevailing PRC 

enterprise income tax rates of 18-20%.  However, starting in 2010, CMS began to report an unusually low effective 

tax rate (~8%), supposedly because of a mysterious tax benefit earned in Malaysia.  

  

 
Source: CMS Annual Reports 

Following its Hong Kong IPO, CMS began reporting massive tax breaks, which the Company claimed were 

attributable to a subsidiary set up in a tax zone in Labuan, Malaysia.  According to the Labuan Offshore Business 

Activity Tax Act 1990, Labuan-incorporated entities have an option to pay either a lump sum tax charge of MYR 

20,000 (RMB 33,000) or 3% of audited net profits.  

 
Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

As CMS’ profits supposedly grew, so did this purported tax benefit.  In 2009, the Malaysian tax benefit made up only 

12% of CMS’ tax at applicable rates.  However, by 2018, the benefit accounted for 60% of CMS’ reported tax.  The 

purported Malaysian tax benefit grew supposedly so large that if CMS’ disclosures are to be believed; the Company 

saved RMB 299 million in 2018 taxes by incorporating one lone subsidiary in Malaysia.   

  
Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

 

  
Source: CMS Annual Reports 

RMB M 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Tax Expense 31        42        27        37        59        50        87        68        123      138      162      

Profit before tax 136      184      235      440      596      681      1,130   1,064   1,500   1,808   2,006   

Effective tax rate 23% 23% 11% 8% 10% 7% 8% 6% 8% 8% 8%

RMB M 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Total CMS tax at the applicable rate 24         37         52         106       149       170       282       266       375       452       502       

Tax benefit from Labuan Tax Act 1          4          32         53         75         128       160       219       169       235       299       

Malaysian tax benefit % 4% 12% 62% 50% 50% 75% 57% 82% 45% 52% 60%
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To save RMB 299 million in taxes, CMS must have generated over RMB 1.2 billion in pretax profits in Malaysia in 

2018.  In other words, 60% of CMS’ total pretax profits must have been earned in Malaysia for its financials to be 

true. 

 
Source: CMS Annual Reports, Blue Orca Calculation 

There is reason to be skeptical.  CMS’ own disclosures show that most of its cash balance is denominated in Renminbi. 

If the Company earns 60% of its pretax profit overseas, we would expect a much higher proportion of its bank balance 

to be denominated in foreign currencies.  Certainly more than 3-6%.   

 
 

  
Source: CMS Annual Report 

Our investigation confirms this suspicion and indicates that CMS’ Malaysian business appears virtually non-existent.   

We believe, based on our research, that CMS generates nowhere near the amount of profits in Malaysia to justify its 

reported tax benefits or to make up for the reported shortfall in onshore profits in the PRC.  Rather, we believe that 

CMS simply exaggerates the scale of its purported Malaysian tax benefit in order to conceal fake profits from Chinese 

tax authorities.   

1. Malaysia Doesn’t Ship Enough Drugs 

Befuddled by CMS’ unusual financials, sell side analysts have meekly suggested that CMS may ship the drugs through 

Malaysia first before shipping them to China in order to generate the large Malaysian tax benefit.  However, we could 

find no evidence of any real operating business in Malaysia, and customs records indicate that Malaysia as a country 

does not ship nearly enough drugs for that to be true.      

According to its 2018 annual report, CMS has two Malaysian subsidiaries. CMS Medical Limited was established on 

May 16, 2018, as an investment holding company, and thus could not account for the tax benefits earned from 2012 

through 2018.   

The Company’s other Malaysia-based subsidiary, CMS Pharma Co. Ltd (“CMS Pharma”), supposedly engages in the 

trading of drugs.    

RMB M 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Malaysia corporate income tax 0.04      0.04      0.03      0.04      0.04      0.03      

Tax benefit from Labuan Tax Act 128       160       219       169       235       299       

Malaysian tax w/o benefit 128       160       219       169       235       299       

Applicable tax rate 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%

Estimated Malaysian profit before tax 511       641       875       675       939       1,196    

Reported group level profit before tax 685       1,130    1,064    1,500    1,808    2,006    

Malaysian profit before tax % 75% 57% 82% 45% 52% 60%

RMB M 2016 2017 2018

Great British Pound 1            35          

US Dollar 18          2            5            

Euro 10          20          4            

Swiss Franc 1            3            

Hong Kong Dollar 1            2            2            

Total disclosed foreign currrencies 29          26          49          

Cash balance 482        856        815        

% of foreign currencies 6% 3% 6%
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Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

According to the Malaysian corporate registrar, CMS Pharma’s address is Level 15 (A1), Main Office Tower, 

Financial Park Labuan. 

 
Source: https://www.labuanibfc.com/areas-of-business/labuan-structures/labuan-companies/labuan-company-

search?name=CMS%20pharma%20co.%2C%20ltd&refno= 

But this is not a real office, just a mailbox.  CMS Pharma’s registered address is in fact occupied by Tricor Trustco 

(Labuan) Ltd, which provides incorporation and registration services.   

 
Source: https://www.tricorglobal.com/locations/labuan 

We were unable, despite diligent effort, to locate any proper office or place of business in Malaysia for CMS Pharma. 

Unable to locate any evidence of an operating business with a real physical office, we believe that CMS Pharma is 

essentially a shell company.  Although it is still possible (however unlikely) that an empty shell entity could still be 

used as an importer/re-exporter of drugs between Europe and China, customs records indicate that this is not the 

case.  

First, customs and shipping databases show no records indicating that CMS Pharma exported drugs to China.  

  

 

 

 

https://www.labuanibfc.com/areas-of-business/labuan-structures/labuan-companies/labuan-company-search?name=CMS%20pharma%20co.%2C%20ltd&refno=
https://www.labuanibfc.com/areas-of-business/labuan-structures/labuan-companies/labuan-company-search?name=CMS%20pharma%20co.%2C%20ltd&refno=
https://www.tricorglobal.com/locations/labuan
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CMS Pharma Is Not Shown as Either a Buyer or a Supplier in Malaysia, China or Hong Kong 

 
 

 
Source: https://en.52wmb.com/ 

If CMS is shipping drugs through Malaysia, then CMS Pharma, its Malaysian subsidiary, should appear on customs 

records.  It doesn’t.   

Rather, customs data clearly shows that Shenzhen Kangzhe, CMS’ main PRC subsidiary, imports directly from Europe 

and did not receive any shipments from Malaysia. 

 

 

 

 

No records with the matching company name 

 

 

 

 

No records with the matching company name 

https://en.52wmb.com/
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Source: https://panjiva.com/Shen-Zhen-Kangzhe-Pharmaceutical-Co-Ltd/15706450 

We also reviewed records for CMS’ main drugs, which show that they are imported directly by CMS’ Chinese 

subsidiaries from European suppliers. 

For example, clearance certificates show that Deanxit, which contributed 19% of CMS revenue in 2018, was directly 

imported by CMS’ PRC subsidiary from Denmark.  We would expect, if Deanxit was imported via Malaysia, that 

CMS’ Malaysian subsidiary would appear somewhere on the certificate.  Yet customs records maintained and 

published online by drug distributors show that CMS’ drugs are imported directly from Europe to China.  Similarly, 

records show that Ursofalk, which accounted for 21% of CMS’ 2018 revenue, was imported directly from Germany.  

 
Source: http://www.dyyyyc.com/Manager/Edit/uploadfile/20180928092601563.jpg 

 

 

https://panjiva.com/Shen-Zhen-Kangzhe-Pharmaceutical-Co-Ltd/15706450
http://www.dyyyyc.com/Manager/Edit/uploadfile/20180928092601563.jpg
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Source: http://www.dyyyyc.com/Manager/Edit/uploadfile/20180928092601563.jpg 

 

Plendil, the Company’s largest revenue contributor (~21% of 2018 revenue), was not imported but came from 

AstraZeneca’s manufacturing facility in Jiangsu, China. 

http://www.dyyyyc.com/Manager/Edit/uploadfile/20180928092601563.jpg
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Source: http://www.dyyyyc.com/Manager/Edit/uploadfile/201711793723125.jpg 

Based on the Malaysian tax benefit reported by the Company, CMS should have generated RMB 1.2 billion pretax 

profit in Malaysia in 2018.  However, customs records confirm that CMS’ drugs are either manufactured in China or 

imported directly by Chinese subsidiaries from European suppliers.  Such records indicate, in our opinion, that CMS’ 

reported profitability in Malaysia is likely fabricated.   

Moreover, according to United Nations Conference on Trade and Development database, Malaysia as a country only 

exported a total of USD 51 million, or RMB 351 million in drugs to China (including Hong Kong) in 2018.  The 

UN data includes re-exports, which would capture drugs routed through Malaysia on their way from Europe to China. 

 
Source: https://unstats.un.org/unsd/tradekb/Knowledgebase/50128/Reexports-and-Reimports 

http://www.dyyyyc.com/Manager/Edit/uploadfile/201711793723125.jpg
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/tradekb/Knowledgebase/50128/Reexports-and-Reimports
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Source: https://unctadstat.unctad.org/ 

Put simply, the total amount of Malaysian drug exports to China are not nearly large enough, even if all of them were 

shipped by CMS, to even remotely generate the profit necessary to justify CMS’ mysterious Malaysian tax benefit.  

Between 2016 and 2018, CMS reported almost RMB 3 billion in pretax profit in Malaysia, which supposedly came 

from drug exports to China.  Yet during this period, Malaysia as a country only exported USD 122 million (RMB 842 

million) in drugs to China.  How could CMS’ profits from shipping drugs through Malaysia be 3x greater than the 

total value of all drugs shipped or re-exported from Malaysia to China over that period?    

Even if we assume that CMS Pharma is responsible for all drug exports from Malaysia to China and that all such drugs 

are sold at 100% margin, both of which are unlikely, the export value of all drugs shipped by Malaysia to China still 

falls far short of the amount required to justify CMS’ reported Malaysian tax benefit or make up for the profit gap 

between CMS’ Chinese filings and its Hong Kong disclosures.  Rather, such data suggests that the Company’s 

purported Malaysian tax benefit is likely bogus and, in our opinion, fabricated to conceal fake reported profits.    

2. Malaysian intellectual property royalty, if any, is also insignificant 

If CMS Pharma receives any income from the intellectual property rights, such income is likewise insufficient to 

justify such a large tax benefit or to bridge the profit shortfall in the Company’s disclosures. 

According to the Company, its Malaysian subsidiary CMS Pharma holds the exclusive rights to only one of its drugs,4 

Augentropfen Stulln Mono Eye Drops (“Stulln Eyedrop”), which it held from 2008 to July 31, 2018. 

 
Source: CMS 2015 Annual Report 

Revenues from Stulln Eyedrops made up only 4% of CMS’ total revenue from 2014-2018, meaning it accounts for 

only a small fraction of its sales.  Even if the eyedrops are sold by CMS Pharma to the Company’s onshore entities at 

100% margin, it would not be remotely sufficient to account for the Malaysian tax benefit or bridge the shortfall in 

the Company’s reported net profits in those years. 

 
4 CMS Pharma also acquired the assets related to Traumakine in 2015, but this drug has yet to be commercialized and thus would 

not generate any profit or revenue.    

 

 

 

 

https://unctadstat.unctad.org/
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Source: CMS Annual Reports 

According to Company disclosures, CMS Pharma does not hold any other revenue-generating intellectual property 

rights in Malaysia.  By its own admission, CMS claims that 99% of the Company’s non-current assets, including 

intangible assets such as intellectual property, are held in China.   

 
Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

With 99% of its intellectual property assets located in the PRC, the Company cannot now claim that it parked any 

such IP in Malaysia.   

Investors should ask themselves a simple question.  If it were possible for Chinese drug distributors to save hundreds 

of millions in taxes each year by incorporating a lone Malaysian subsidiary, wouldn’t this practice be widespread? 

CMS is a public company, meaning its tax strategies are widely known and available to its competitors.  Any investor 

who believes CMS’ disclosures should ask themselves why other Chinese drug distributors did not copy its tax 

structure, given that a simple incorporation could save hundreds of millions of yuan and 60% of its tax bill? We think 

the answer is obvious.  It appears too good to be true because it is.  Other Chinese drug distributors did not copy the 

structure because the tax benefit is likely bogus.   

Ultimately, we could find no evidence of material Malaysian operations, and customs records indicate that nowhere 

near enough drugs are shipped from Malaysia to China to generate enough profits to justify the tax benefit or to make 

up the shortfall in the Company’s onshore profits.  Furthermore, CMS claims that its intangible assets such as 

intellectual property are located in China, meaning licensing royalties are not able to generate profit offshore.   

We think the evidence indicates, persuasively, that the Company has exaggerated its Malaysian tax benefit to conceal 

fake profits from PRC tax authorities.  

  

RMB M 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Stulln eyedrop revenue 133      159      181      218      225      

CMS total revenue 2,945   3,553   4,901   5,349   5,433   

% of total revenue 5% 4% 4% 4% 4%
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CHINESE FDA RECORDS INDICATE THAT CMS SECRETLY FUNDS R&D FOR CHAIRMAN  

Chinese corporate and FDA records indicate that CMS secretly funds research expenses on behalf of a private entity 

owned by the chairman.  Records show that the chairman’s entity is co-located at CMS facilities, employs CMS staff 

and even uses a CMS email address in registration documents.  Filings also show that the chairman’s entity had only 

one employee and reported zero operating expenses in 2018, corroborating our thesis that this entity is not 

conducting any research, but secretly shifting its costs and expenses to the Company.  

In its Hong Kong filings, CMS claims to have one in-house R&D project: a compound in development to potentially 

treat liver cancer called CMS024.  

According to its annual report, CMS appointed Kangzhe Pharmaceutical Research and Development (Shenzhen) 

Limited (“Kangzhe R&D”), a research and development company owned by its chairman, to conduct clinical research 

on CMS024. 

Under the unusual arrangement, the chairman’s Kangzhe R&D agreed to bear the research costs for the clinical trials 

for the drug.  In exchange, CMS agreed to pay 13% of the product’s revenue to Kangzhe R&D as a royalty fee in the 

event the compound is successfully commercialized.  CMS confusingly refers to this arrangement in its annual report 

as “in-house R&D,” even though the R&D should in theory be outsourced to the chairman.   

 
Source: CMS 2018 Annual Report 

CMS states unambiguously in its annual report that Kangzhe R&D will “continue” to bear the costs of clinical trials 

for CMS024.   

However, independent evidence indicates not only that CMS is bearing the R&D costs supposedly shifted to the 

chairman’s company, but that Kangzhe R&D is secretly run using Company resources.   

First, an online drug trial database maintained by China’s National Medical Products Administration (NMPA), a 

division of the Chinese FDA, shows that two CMS subsidiaries are conducting clinical trials on CMS024.  This of 

course, is in direct contradiction to the Company’s disclosures, in which it claims that the chairman’s Kangzhe R&D 

will bear the costs associated with the trials.   

The database shows that there are currently three clinical trials in progress for CMS024.   

 
Source: http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist 

http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist
http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist
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Only one of them is conducted by Kangzhe R&D.   

 
Source: http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist 

The other two trials are conducted by CMS subsidiaries Kangzhe Hunan and Shenzhen Hunan. 

 

 
Source: http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist 

The clinical trials undertaken by CMS subsidiaries are much larger in scope compared to the one conducted by 

Kangzhe R&D. CMS clearly bears most, if not all, of the R&D expenses associated with the CMS024 compound.   

 
Source: http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist 

SAIC files confirm that the Company is most likely secretly funding ALL research and development expenses which 

are supposed to be paid by the chairman.   

We reviewed the 2016-2018 SAIC filings for Kangzhe R&D, which show almost no economic activity.  In 2017, 

Kangzhe R&D reported only RMB 1 million in operating expenses.  In 2018, Kangzhe R&D reported zero operating 

expenses.   

SAIC Filings of Kangzhe R&D 

 
Source: Kangzhe R&D SAIC filings 

RMB M 2016 2017 2018

Total Revenue -         -         -         

Total Operating Profit (4)           (1)           -         

Total Tax Expense 0            0            -         

Total Net Profit (4)           (1)           -         

Total Assets 14          14          -         

Total Liabilities 112        113        -         

Total Equity (98)         (99)         -         

Registration No. Target Enrollment Progress Applicant

CTR20131695 300 Recruitment Completed CMS Subsidiaries

CTR20150871 352 Recruiting CMS Subsidiaries

CTR20131722 32 Recruiting Kangzhe R&D

http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist
http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist
http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlist
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In 2018, Kangzhe R&D was supposed to be conducting research on CMS024, including clinical trials for the drug.  

But its SAIC records show zero operating expenses, making it obvious, in our opinion, that such costs were being 

born by the Company.   

We question if Kangzhe R&D ever conducted any research on its own.  For many years, Chinese corporate filings 

show that the chairman’s private entity had only one employee on its payroll.  

 
Source: https://www.qichacha.com/firm_265ea18efa593c7e4ee219b517597458.html#report 

With one employee and minimal to zero operating expenses, we doubt that Kangzhe R&D could conduct any material 

operations.   

Rather, it appears to be a vehicle to secretly enrich the chairman.  Chinese corporate registry filings show not only 

that Kangzhe R&D occupies the same office space as CMS’ Shenzhen headquarters, but also that the chairman’s 

private business uses an @CMS email and the Company’s phone number in its registration documents.  

2018 SAIC Filing of Kangzhe R&D 

 

2018 SAIC Filing of Shenzhen Kangzhe, CMS’ Main Subsidiary 

 
Source: Qichacha.com 

Even more problematic, corporate records show that Kangzhe R&D’s leadership team is composed of senior CMS 

executives.  

https://www.qichacha.com/firm_265ea18efa593c7e4ee219b517597458.html#report
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Source: Qichacha.com, CMS Annual Report 

Kangzhe R&D also uses a CMS employee for its regulatory submissions.  In the NMPA database, Kangzhe R&D has 

one clinical trial in progress and lists Cui Anlei as its contact person.  However, Cui Anlei is clearly a CMS employee, 

as he uses @cms.net.cn email and a CMS phone number in the clinical trial database.   

 
Source: http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlistdetail 

 

No wonder Kangzhe R&D had to use a CMS employee for clinical trial registration; because the chairman’s private 

entity simply does not have any staff of its own.   Rather, the costs are secretly shifted to the public Company. 

Ultimately, we believe there is overwhelming evidence that the Company secretly funds research supposedly 

conducted by the chairman’s private business.  Not only would this make CMS’ disclosures false but is another 

example of many in which the chairman unjustly enriches himself at the expense of shareholders. 

 

 

  

Name Position at Kanghze R&D Position at CMS

Lam Kong Chairrman, General Manager Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, President

Wong Wai Ming Vice Chairman Chief Technical Officer

Chen Hongbing Director Chief Operating Officer, Vice President

Wu Sanyan Supervisor Company Secretary

http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/eap/clinicaltrials.searchlistdetail
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DRUG PIPELINE: ROTTEN CONDUIT FOR SELF-DEALING TRANSACTIONS WITH CHAIRMAN 

Because of recent policy changes in the PRC aimed at significantly lowering drug prices, the outlook for CMS’ core 

specialty drug licensing business is dim.  In order to stimulate growth, CMS has ostensibly turned to investing in 

biotech startups, which the Company misleadingly refers to as its drug development business.  

Our due diligence reveals that CMS’ drug development pipeline is a rotten conduit for questionable dealings with the 

chairman and his privately-owned businesses.  Rather than engage in legitimate drug innovation, we believe that the 

chairman is using company resources for personal gain.   

It is critical to note that according to Company disclosures, A&B (HK) Company Limited (“A&B Holdings”) is an 

independent company privately owned by its chairman.  But all the evidence, including the disclosures of the biotech 

startups supposedly partnering with CMS, indicate that A&B Holdings is secretly run by CMS employees using CMS 

resources for the chairman’s private benefit.  Through this rotten self-dealing, we believe that the chairman siphons 

ever-shrinking profits away from the struggling business.  

• In multiple examples, the chairman inserted himself as a middleman in the Company’s purchase of 

territorial distribution rights from drug companies, buying the rights himself only to sell them to CMS.  

Although these transactions are disclosed, the consideration is not.  As an unnecessary middleman, he 

presumably enriches himself at the Company’s expense.  

 

• In other instances, we discovered that drug developers partnering with CMS also secretly issued equity to 

the chairman, suggesting that he is inappropriately leveraging CMS to invest privately in biotech startups.   

 

• In many instances, biotech startups list CMS, not A&B Holdings, as the investor or counterparty, indicating 

that potential partners believe they are partnering with the public Company, not the chairman’s private 

vehicle.  Yet, in many such cases, it is the chairman’s A&B Holdings which receives the valuable 

intellectual property, board rights and shares.  

 

• A&B Holdings is co-located at CMS facilities, lists CMS headquarters as its mailing address and even uses 

CMS' phone number and @cms email address in its securities filings.   

 

• Local filings show that A&B Holdings’ lone Chinese subsidiary only has one employee and reported less 

than RMB 100,000 in operating expenses from 2016 through 2018.  Without expenses or employees, there 

is no chance it conducts any research on its own.  Rather, this suggests that its activities are conducted 

through CMS staff and likely funded, secretly, by the public Company.   

 

• CMS executives are listed as the contact persons for A&B Holdings in investment contracts with biotech 

startups, indicating that Company employees are used by the chairman for his private benefit.   

 

• In many instances, the drugs have failed, all but wiping out CMS’ investment.     
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Source: Blue Orca 

 

Not only does this pattern merit a considerable corporate governance discount, but in our opinion, suggests that the 

chairman siphons ever-shrinking profits away from the struggling business.   

1) Helius: Chairman Secretly Uses Company Resources in Failed Investment 

The first example is emblematic of this egregious pattern of undisclosed self-dealing.  The chairman, using Company 

employees and resources, invested in an US listed biotech startup.  Only when the investment appeared on the brink 

of failure did the chairman then transfer the territorial distribution rights and related IP to CMS.  To us, it looks like 

the chairman inappropriately siphoned Company resources for personal gain, and when his gambit failed, arranged 

for CMS to bail him out.    

On October 13, 2015, publicly listed biotechnology startup Helius Medical Technologies Group (Nasdaq: HSDT) 

(“Helius”) announced a strategic agreement with A&B Holdings, a company wholly owned by Mr. Lam Kong, the 

chairman and CEO of CMS.   

Under this agreement, A&B Holdings acquired certain exclusive distribution rights in Asia for Helius’ portable 

neurostimulation devices (“PoNS Devices”) if the product made it to market.  In exchange, A&B Holdings provided 

Helius a USD 7 million credit facility, convertible into Helius shares and warrants.   

 
Source: http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151013006150/en/ 

On the surface, it appeared that the chairman was investing exclusively through A&B Holdings, his private vehicle.  

Yet subsequent disclosures from Helius make clear that the chairman was using CMS resources to facilitate the 

transaction.   

In a Helius 8-K filed on October 16, 2015, two CMS executives, Zhang Lingyan and Peng Huaizheng, were listed as 

the contact persons for the chairman’s private company, A&B Holdings.   

 

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151013006150/en/
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Source: Helius 8K, October 16, 2015 

Notably, both CMS executives listed @cms.net.cn as their email address in the Helius contract.  If the chairman were 

privately investing in Helius as he claimed and not using company resources, then CMS executives would not be the 

contact point for A&B Holdings.  

Both individuals were working for CMS at that time. Zhang Lingyan was CMS Company Secretary and “Director of 

Strategy Development and Investment Affairs.”  

 
Source: CMS 2015 Annual Report 

In December 2015, A&B Holdings nominated Peng Huaizheng to the board of Helius.  In the accompanying 

announcement, Helius described Peng as the “General Manager and non-executive Director of CMS and in charge 

of international operations.”  

 

 
Source: http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151231005299/en/ 

Peng Huaizheng’s current LinkedIn profile shows that he still works for CMS, as a Managing Director of CMS 

Medical Venture Investment Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company. 

 
Source: LinkedIn 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1610853/000106299315005471/exhibit2-1.htm
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151231005299/en/
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In connection with its Helius investment, A&B Holdings was required to file with the SEC in America.  Notably, 

A&B Holdings listed CMS’ headquarters as its mailing address and even used a CMS phone number as its registered 

business number.  

    
Source: https://sec.report/CIK/0001667401, CMS 2015 Annual Report 

Such disclosures make clear that A&B Holdings was co-located at CMS headquarters, it used the Company’s phone 

number in its SEC registration documents, and it used two senior CMS executives as its representatives in the deal.  

Yet notably, CMS never revealed any connected party transactions with the chairman’s A&B Holdings at this 

time regarding Helius.  Despite its senior employee serving on the board of the American biotech startup, CMS never 

mentioned Helius until years later.   

The investment proved to be a disaster.  From 2015 to 2018, securities filings reveal that the CMS chairman invested 

USD 9 million in Helius, acquiring convertible promissory notes and warrants which A&B Holdings converted into 

2.7 million Helius shares.  Helius then failed to obtain clearance from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, causing 

its stock to collapse from a high of $17 to its current price of $1.   

Helius (Nasdaq: HSDT) Stock Chart  

 
Source: Factset 

 

But when the going got rough, the chairman sold his rights to the Company.  Helius was burning cash and clearly 

experiencing grave headwinds as a business.  Yet on August 20, 2018, CMS announced that it was purchasing 

territorial IP rights for Helius’ devices from the chairman’s A&B Holdings.   

 

 

 

https://sec.report/CIK/0001667401
https://sec.report/Document/0001564590-19-007839/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/04/10/1801885/0/en/Helius-Medical-Technologies-Inc-Provides-Update-on-FDA-s-Review-of-its-Request-for-De-Novo-Classification-and-510-k-Clearance-of-the-PoNS-Device.html
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Source: https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2018/0820/ltn20180820690.pdf 

The terms of the deal were not disclosed to investors.  Nor did the Company disclose how much it paid the chairman 

for such rights.  However, given that Helius was on the precipice of disaster, we question whether the chairman used 

CMS to bail him out of a failed investment.   

We also question why the Company was purchasing the Helius IP rights from the chairman in 2018, when according 

to its SEC filings, Helius transferred the applicable patents to CMS in 2016.  In a Helius 8-K filed on January 14, 

2016, the US biotech startup disclosed that it assigned three patent applications filed in China to CMS. 

 
Source: Helius 8K, January 14, 2016 

Helius claimed in January 2016 that it had assigned the patent applications for its PoNS devices to CMS.  But CMS 

never disclosed any such transactions or reported receiving such assets.  Indeed, CMS would not even mention Helius 

in its Hong Kong filings for another two years.  

How could CMS purchase IP rights from the chairman in 2018 when it supposedly acquired the applicable patents 

from Helius in 2016?  Why didn’t CMS disclose the transactions with Helius when they happened, if not to conceal 

the chairman’s self-dealing?   

We believe, based on the evidence and this pattern of events, that the chairman acquired Helius’ IP and distribution 

rights using Company executives and resources, and when his investment appeared doomed, sold the rights to the 

Company.       

2) Faron: Chairman the Middleman in IP Rights Sale for Another Failed Investment.   

On May 8, 2015, chairman Lam’s A&B Holdings acquired a 15.72% equity interest in Faron Pharmaceuticals, Ltd 

(“Faron”), a Finnish biotechnology company listed on London Stock Exchange (LON: FARN). As part of the deal, 

A&B Holdings also acquired the rights to develop, market and distribute Traumakine in China should the drug make 

it to commercialization.  Faron’s public filings show that the equity investment was €5.1 million (RMB 35 million).  

 
Source: Faron 2015 Annual Report 

 

 

https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2018/0820/ltn20180820690.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1610853/000106299316007061/form8k.htm
https://www.faron.com/sites/default/files/2017-04/Faron-Pharmaceuticals-Annual-Report-2015.pdf
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11 days later, on May 19, 2015, the chairman sold his recently acquired Traumakine distribution rights to CMS. 

Although CMS disclosed the existence of the deal, important details such as the consideration were never revealed to 

investors.  What was the purpose of the chairman acquiring the IP rights for 11 days before he sold them to the 

Company, if not to unjustly enrich himself as an unnecessary middleman in the deal?  

 
Source: CMS 2015 Annual Report 

We also question if A&B Holdings has truly transferred the intellectual property assets to CMS. In its annual report 

published in May 2019, Faron still lists A&B Holdings as the license holder in Greater China, suggesting CMS never 

received the territorial rights.   

 
Source: Faron 2019 Annual Report 

Other disclosures regarding the deal were also highly misleading.  CMS claimed that the chairman’s A&B Holdings 

will “continue to invest in the development of the Product” and that the Company will pay royalty fees to the 

chairman’s private entity only after the successful commercialization of the product.  

 
Source: CMS 2015 Annual Report 

Yet this claim appears to be directly contradicted by Faron’s filings.  Faron’s annual report clearly suggested that 

CMS is responsible for the costs and risks related to the commercialization of Traumakine in China. 

 
Source: Faron 2015 Annual Report 

Even today, Faron’s official website currently states that “the CMS Group covers all territorial development costs.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2015/0519/ltn20150519757.pdf
https://www.faron.com/sites/default/files/2017-04/Faron-Pharmaceuticals-Annual-Report-2015.pdf
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Source: https://www.faron.com/about-us/commercial-partnerships 

Furthermore, our due diligence shows that A&B Holdings hardly appears to have any R&D capability on its own. Its 

lone PRC subsidiary, Shenzhen Zuoheng Youyu Investment Consulting Co., (“Shenzhen ZHYY”), is co-located at 

CMS facilities and uses an @cms email address in its registration documents.   

 
Source: https://www.qichacha.com/firm_b0f263360d5b92e01d0764e2de0e937f.html#report 

Local filings show that Shenzhen ZHYY only has one employee of its own, meaning its activities are conducted 

through CMS staff and likely funded, secretly, by the public Company.  We doubt the chairman’s entity can 

accomplish any meaningful research or product development with one person sitting in a CMS office.     

 
Source: https://www.qichacha.com/firm_b0f263360d5b92e01d0764e2de0e937f.html#report 

Furthermore, we reviewed the 2016-2018 SAIC filings for Shenzhen ZHYY, which show almost no economic activity.   

 
 

https://www.faron.com/about-us/commercial-partnerships
https://www.qichacha.com/firm_b0f263360d5b92e01d0764e2de0e937f.html#report
https://www.qichacha.com/firm_b0f263360d5b92e01d0764e2de0e937f.html#report
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Source: SAIC Filings  

This suggests that Shenzhen ZHYY was always secretly offloading research expenses to the Company.  We believe 

the Company has intentionally misled investors – A&B Holdings is unlikely to be covering territorial development 

costs on Faron IP rights without any operating expenses and one employee sitting in a CMS office.   

This investment was also a disaster.  In May 2018, Faron announced that Traumakine’s Phase III trial failed, sending 

its stock price crashing.  

 
Source: https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2018/0508/ltn20180508909.pdf 

Faron (LON: FARN) Stock Chart  

 
Source: Factset 

 

This is yet another example of a failed investment, but also an instance where CMS purchased IP rights to a drug or 

device not from the developer, but through the chairman.  The terms of the deal were never disclosed, but we believe 

the only logical explanation to acquire such rights through the chairman (which he held for only 11 days) was to 

unjustly enrich the chairman at the expense of the public Company.  It is also notable that CMS claimed it did not bear 

any development costs, yet at least according to Faron, CMS continues to be responsible for development costs in 

RMB M 2016 2017 2018

Total Revenue -         -         -         

Total Operating Profit -         (0.10)      -         

Total Tax Expense -         0.01       -         

Total Net Profit -         (0.10)      -         

Total Assets -         0.00       -         

Total Liabilities -         0.10       -         

Total Equity -         (0.00)      -         

 

 

https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2018/0508/ltn20180508909.pdf
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China. Which makes sense given the chairman’s A&B Holdings has one employee and zero operating expenses, 

meaning it could not be conducting any such research and development.   

CMS and A&B Holdings, the chairman’s private investment vehicle, are clearly acting as one, meaning the chairman 

is inappropriately using Company resources for his personal enrichment.  Such rotten related party dealings merit a 

material corporate governance discount and should undermine any investor confidence in the integrity of CMS’ 

disclosures to the market.  

3) Destiny Pharma 

On September 4, 2017, CMS announced a framework agreement with Destiny Pharma plc (“Destiny”), through which 

it acquired the rights to develop, manufacture, sell and commercialize certain Destiny products in China.  At the same 

time, CMS promised to make an equity investment in Destiny, a biotech startup publicly trading on the AIM exchange 

in London (AIM: DEST).  

 

 
Source: https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2017/0904/ltn20170904789.pdf 

The timing of the announcement is significant: it was Destiny’s first day of trading on the AIM stock exchange.  The 

announcement appears clearly timed to juice the fledgling biotech’s stock price, but why?  

What CMS failed to disclose was that A&B Holdings, chairman Lam’s private investment company, made a pre-IPO 

£3 million investment in Destiny.  This creates two problems.  First, it appears that CMS’ announcement was timed 

to boost the stock price of a firm in which the chairman was secretly invested. 

Second, the Company failed to disclose that the chairman had a prior equity investment in the target.  This matters 

because we know from other deals that his so-called private entity is run using CMS staff and resources.  It also 

increases the risk that the chairman leveraged CMS to invest at favorable terms.   

 

 
Source: https://www.destinypharma.com/2017/09/04/framework-agreement-with-china-medical-systems/ 

The chairman secretly front ran the Company’s investment through a private entity which uses Company resources.  

He then had CMS announce a deal with the target on its first day of trading, presumably to his personal benefit.  We 

believe that if revealed to the market, investors should take a dim view of such transactions, as it appears that the 

chairman is secretly benefiting at the expense of the public Company.  

Predictably, this was yet another disastrous investment.  CMS invested another £3 million in Destiny in December 

2017. At the closing price of £0.38 per share as of February 4, 2020, the current holdings of CMS and A&B in Destiny 

are worth less £1 million, a 76% decline from their original investment.  

Like other early stage biotech investments in Helius and Faron, CMS’ dealings with the chairman appear to be 

disastrous.   

 

 

 

 

https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2017/0904/ltn20170904789.pdf
https://www.destinypharma.com/2017/09/04/framework-agreement-with-china-medical-systems/
https://www.destinypharma.com/2017/12/01/china-medical-system-holdings-limited-invests-3-0-million-in-destiny-pharma/
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Destiny Pharma (AIM: DEST) Stock Chart  

 
Source: Factset 

4) The List Goes On and On…  

We could fill a short novel of examples of inappropriate self-dealing. 

a. Neurelis: Chairman again the Middleman.  In 2018, the Company announced the acquisition of territorial 

distribution rights from a private US biotech startup, Neurelis.  Yet rather than purchase such IP from Neurelis, 

the Company bought it from its chairman, who front ran the Company’s involvement.  Few details were revealed 

regarding this transaction, but in our opinion, it is reasonable to assume that the chairman is inappropriately 

benefited as an unnecessary middleman in the sale of the distribution rights, and we question whether he is 

leveraging CMS and Company resources to negotiate better terms for his private investments in potential partners 

such as Neurelis.  

b. Midatech: Chairman’s Secret Co-Investment into Another Failed Biotech Startup.  In January 2019, CMS 

announced a licensing agreement with and equity investment into Midatech Pharma PLC (“Midatech”), a biotech 

startup publicly traded on the AIM exchange in London (AIM: MTPH).  CMS failed to disclose that at the same 

time, Midatech also issued an equal amount of shares to the chairman’s A&B Holdings.   

 
Source: Midatech SC13D Filing, April 4, 2019 

Despite an equal co-investment, the chairman’s private entity, according to Midatech’s filings, even received a 

board seat, suggesting that chairman’s A&B Holdings was given priority over CMS and its shareholders.   

 
Source: Midatech 6K Filing, January 28, 2019 

Given that A&B Holdings appears to be just a shell using CMS staff, offices and resources, such undisclosed 

related party transactions are, in our opinion, an obvious example of the chairman unjustly enriching himself by 

using CMS resources for his private benefit.   

c. Acticor and Blueberry: More Undisclosed Co-Investments.  In 2018, CMS announced equity investments in 

two European biotech startups, Acticor Biotech (“Acticor”) and Blueberry Therapeutics Limited (“Blueberry 

 

 

https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2018/0820/ltn20180820712.pdf
https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2019/0129/ltn20190129435.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1643918/000121465919002560/s314190sc13d.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1643918/000121465919002560/s314190sc13d.htm
https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2018/0731/ltn20180731825.pdf
https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2018/0814/ltn20180814941.pdf
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Therapeutics”).  What CMS did not tell the market is that at the same time, the targets also issued an equal number 

of shares to the chairman.   

 
Translation: The chairman recalls that under the decisions of the shareholders, the latter decided to 

increase the capital of the company by a nominal amount of 59,260 euros by the issue of 59,260 

ordinary shares with a nominal value of one (1) euro, at a unit price of 135 euros (issue premium of 

134 euros included), i.e. a total subscription price of 8,000,100 and a total issue premium of 

7,940,840 euros (capital increase)… 

Source: French Regulatory Filings of Acitcor, dated September 18, 2018 

 

 
Source: Blueberry Therapeutics UK Filing 

It is not a stretch to conclude that the chairman is inappropriately leveraging the public Company and its resources to 

invest at favorable terms.   

Indeed, Acticor’s website suggests the French biotech startup views CMS and the chairman’s private firm 

interchangeably.  Acticor proudly displays its investors and partners on its website but refers to A&B Holdings-CMS 

as the same firm.  

 

 

https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/07839535/filing-history
https://acticor-biotech.com/partners-investors-new/
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Source: https://acticor-biotech.com/partners-investors-new/ 

Furthermore, in Acticor’s list of directors, it lists Huaizheng Peng’s company as A&B Holdings, but describes him as 

the general manager of international investment and operations for CMS.   

 

Source: https://acticor-biotech.com/about-us/board-of-directors/ 

This is critical because CMS discloses zero connected party transactions with A&B Holdings in its Hong Kong 

filings regarding Acticor.  Yet Acticor’s website clearly shows that CMS senior officers are also working at the same 

time for the chairman’s private company (A&B Holdings), whose subsidiary is co-located in CMS’ headquarters.  We 

believe that Acticor, like other examples, shows that the chairman is inappropriately enriching himself at the expense 

of shareholders by secretly using CMS’ managers, employees and resources and to his private benefit.   

  

https://acticor-biotech.com/partners-investors-new/
https://acticor-biotech.com/about-us/board-of-directors/
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VALUATION 

In this report, we present evidence, including local regulatory filings and financials filed with A-share securities 

regulators, indicating that the Company’s net profit is 49% less than reported to investors.   

Rather than supporting the Company’s claims of rising profitability, which make no sense in the context of the 

government’s efforts to suppress drug prices by removing middlemen like CMS from the distribution chain, the 

independent evidence indicates that the Company’s profit overstatement is only increasing as it struggles under the 

weight of policy changes designed to undermine its business.   

 
Source: CMS Annual Reports compared to A-share Filings and SAIC Filings 

Help is not coming.  Despite recent announcements hyping the purchase of licensing rights in China for certain generic 

drugs, CMS has rarely been successful in introducing new drugs to China which had not previously been granted 

approval.  Since 2010, CMS has initiated import drug license (IDL) registration for a total of 13 drugs.  As of December 

31, 2018, none of the drugs have received their IDL approval and CMS has terminated the registration applications 

for 10 of the drugs.  

 A History of Failure: CMS IDL Applications Status 

  
*CMS stopped disclosing the status update for L-lysine Asecinat and Thirotriazoline beginning in 2015.  

China FDA database did not show these two drugs have obtained IDL approvals 

Source: CMS Annual Reports  

Year

Drug/Product Acquired Current Status

Budenofalk (capsule) 2010 Undergoing application process for IDL

Budenofalk (foam aerosol) 2010 IDL registration terminated in 2017

L-lysine Aescinat 2011 IDL registration terminated in 2015*

Thiotriazolin 2011 IDL registration terminated in 2015*

Maltofer (Syrup) 2012 IDL registration terminated in 2018

Maltofer (Chewable Tablets) 2012 IDL registration terminated in 2018

Uro-Vaxom 2012 IDL registration terminated in 2016

Stimol 2013 IDL registration terminated in 2016

Ze 339 2013 Undergoing application process for IDL

Ze 450 2013 IDL registration terminated in 2017

Ze 440 2013 IDL registration terminated in 2017

Succinylated Gelatin Injection 2014 Undergoing application process for IDL

Succinylated Gelatin Electrolyte Injection 2014 IDL registration terminated in 2017

http://app1.sfda.gov.cn/datasearchcnda/face3/base.jsp?tableId=25&tableName=TABLE25&title=%B9%FA%B2%FA%D2%A9%C6%B7&bcId=152904713761213296322795806604
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The independent evidence indicates that the business is struggling and only getting worse.  There is also a troubling 

pattern of undisclosed self-dealing.  Chinese FDA records indicate that contrary to the Company’s claims, CMS bears 

research and development costs for the chairman’s private companies.  We also found numerous instances in which 

the chairman uses CMS staff and resources to invest for personal benefit in biotech startups, acquiring rights which 

he then re-sells to CMS.   

 

It is critical to note that local filings for the chairman’s private entities show almost no employees and almost no 

operating expenses, meaning that the research and investment undertaken by these privately owned entities is likely 

done using CMS, Company employees and Company resources.  Through this rotten self-dealing, we believe that the 

chairman siphons ever-shrinking profits away from the struggling business.  

If we value the Company on the profits CMS discloses to Chinese authorities and apply a modest 25% corporate 

governance discount to its P/E multiple, we value CMS at HKD 3.95 per share, a 62% downside from its current price.    

         
Source: Blue Orca Calculation 

 

But even this valuation is likely far too charitable.  In our opinion, the evidence suggests that the Company 

exaggerates its financial performance, inflates profits and conceals that dwindling Company profits are used to 

privately enrich its chairman.  Given the overwhelming evidence suggesting that CMS misleads investors, we 

believe that CMS is simply uninvestable.

1H 19 LTM

Reported net profit (RMB M) 2,062           

% Adjustment -49%

Adjusted net profit (RMB M) 1,044           

Diluted EPS (RMB) 0.42             

Diluted EPS (HKD) 0.47             

P/E 11.3x

Corporate governance discount 25%

Adjusted P/E 8.5x

Blue Orca Valuation (HKD) 3.95             

Last Traded Price (HKD) 10.40           

Downside -62%
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DISCLAIMER 

 

We are short sellers. We are biased. So are long investors. So is CMS. So are the banks that raised money for the Company. If you are invested 

(either long or short) in CMS, so are you. Just because we are biased does not mean that we are wrong. We, like everyone else, are entitled to our 

opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. We believe that the publication of our opinions about the public companies 

we research is in the public interest.  

 

You are reading a short-biased opinion piece. Obviously, we will make money if the price of CMS stock declines. This report and all statements 

contained herein are solely the opinion of BOC Texas, LLC, and are not statements of fact. Our opinions are held in good faith, and we have based 

them upon publicly available evidence, which we set out in our research report to support our opinions. We conducted research and analysis based 

on public information in a manner that any person could have done if they had been interested in doing so. You can publicly access any piece of 

evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report. Think critically about our report and do your own homework before making 

any investment decisions. We are prepared to support everything we say, if necessary, in a court of law.  

 

As of the publication date of this report, BOC Texas, LLC (a Texas limited liability company) (possibly along with or through our members, 

partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our clients and/or investors has a direct or indirect short position in the stock (and/or 

possibly other options or instruments) of the company covered herein, and therefore stands to realize significant gains if the price of such instrument 

declines. Use BOC Texas, LLC’s research at your own risk. You should do your own research and due diligence before making any investment 

decision with respect to the securities covered herein. The opinions expressed in this report are not investment advice nor should they be construed 

as investment advice or any recommendation of any kind.  

 

This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain any financial product advice as defined in the Australian 

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Because this document has been prepared without consideration of any specific clients investment objectives, 

financial situation or needs, no information in this report should be construed as recommending or suggesting an investment strategy. Investors 

should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any decision regarding any securities discussed herein.  At this time, because of 

ambiguity in Australian law, this report is not available to Australian residents.  Australian residents are encouraged to contact their lawmakers 

to clarify the ambiguity under Australian financial licensing requirements.   

 

Following publication of this report, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at 

any time hereafter regardless of our initial opinion. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security 

be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. To the 

best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from public sources we believe to 

be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty 

or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. As is evident by the contents of our research and analysis, we expend considerable time and attention in an 

effort to ensure that our research analysis and written materials are complete and accurate. We strive for accuracy and completeness to support 

our opinions, and we have a good-faith belief in everything we write, however, all such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any 

kind– whether express or implied.  

 

If you are in the United Kingdom, you confirm that you are subscribing and/or accessing BOC Texas, LLC research and materials on behalf of: 

(A) a high net worth entity (e.g., a company with net assets of GBP 5 million or a high value trust) falling within Article 49 of the Financial Services 

and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”); or (B) an investment professional (e.g., a financial institution, government 

or local authority, or international organization) falling within Article 19 of the FPO.  

 

This report should only be considered in its entirety.  Each section should be read in the context of the entire report, and no section, paragraph, 

sentence or phrase is intended to stand alone or to be interpreted in isolation without reference to the rest of the report.  The section headings 

contained in this report are for reference purposes only and may only be considered in conjunction with the detailed statements of opinion in their 

respective sections.  

 

For convenience purposes only, we have provided a Chinese translation of this report.  In case of any discrepancy or inconsistency between the 

Chinese and the English versions of this report, the English version is the original and should prevail. In case of any legal dispute, reference shall 

be made only to the English version. 

 

BOC Texas, LLC makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with 

regard to the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and BOC Texas, LLC does not 

undertake a duty to update or supplement this report or any of the information contained herein. By downloading and opening this report you 

knowingly and independently agree: (i) that any dispute arising from your use of this report or viewing the material herein shall be governed by 

the laws of the State of Texas, without regard to any conflict of law provisions; (ii) to submit to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of the 

superior courts located within the State of California and waive your right to any other jurisdiction or applicable law, given that BOC Texas, LLC 

is a Texas limited liability company that operates in Texas; and (iii) that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any claim or cause of 

action arising out of or related to use of this website or the material herein must be filed within one (1) year after such claim or cause of action 

arose or be forever barred. The failure of BOC Texas, LLC to exercise or enforce any right or provision of this disclaimer shall not constitute a 

waiver of this right or provision. If any provision of this disclaimer is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the parties nevertheless 

agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to the parties' intentions as reflected in the provision and rule that the other provisions of this 

disclaimer remain in full force and effect, in particular as to this governing law and jurisdiction provision. 

 


